
 

 

MATCH REPORT 
HORNSBY BEROWRA EAGLES BLUE (45) vs St Ives Saints (49) 
ROUND 14, 4/8/2019 
Acron Oval 
 
Another splendid Sydney morning at Acron Oval was the setting for the game between Hornsby Berowra Eagles Blue 
and St Ives Saints. The Eagles arrived early and had a good spell of kicking practice before play began. 
 
The Eagles were quickly out of the blocks with Ryan kicking two goals, the first sailing over the defenders and 
through the posts. The Saints replied with two behinds and a goal and then after some outstanding defence including 
a brilliant mark on our goal line by Lachie and nice passes from midfield Lawrence found the ball in space and ran 
towards goal only to kick a behind when right in front of the middle posts (see comments). A goal just before the 
hooter saw Saints in front by a point.  
 
Quarter two was hard fought with plenty of good play and skills on show. The saints edged this with three behinds to 
our one that was kicked by Lachie. The Eagles defence was preventing any clear kicks at goal, and Poppy, Spence, 
Ben and Will were doing plenty of work in midfield. It was 17 to 14 in favour of the Saints at half time. 
 
The Saints stretched their lead with four goals to Lachie’s six pointer in the third quarter.  It was tough work for 
Jeremy, Sarah and Spence at the back, although the midfield was trying hard to protect them. Poppy especially was 
doing great work in the middle third. Although it was proving difficult to move the ball to our forward this match 
reporter was predicting a big comeback in the last quarter. Three quarter time saw the Eagles trailing 20-41. 
 
The Eagles were first on the scoreboard in the fourth courtesy of Jeremy kicking a goal. Saints replied with three 
behinds and a goal, but after that they were stifled by Poppy, Lachie and Holly in defence. The Eagles never gave up 
and finished strongly with the last four scoring shots. Two of these were goals by Jeremy (making it a hattrick for the 
fourth quarter), a goal by Ryan (three for him in the match capping an excellent performance) and a behind for Jesse 
(reward for hard work in all areas). The final hooter stopped the Eagles’ brilliant finish, and the Saints prevailed to 
win 49 to 45. 
 
This was another cracking game of footie. The Eagles can be happy with their play and stirring fight back at the end. 
Two players shared the player of the match award. Poppy for her tireless display featuring some excellent running 
and kicking, and Ryan for his three goals and efforts in defence and midfield. Coach Steve has called for training this 
Thursday to prime the team ready for the final match of the season on Sunday. 
 
Quarter Scores: Q1: 2.1(13) 2.2(14) Q2: 2.2(14) 2.5(17) Q3: 3.2(20) 6.5(41) Q4: 7.3(45) 7.7 (49) 

Goals: Jeremy (3) Ryan (3) Lachie (1) 

Comments: When asked by the match reporter how he managed to kick a behind from in front of the tall posts 
Lawrence replied “I tried for a banana kick, Dad”. 

 
 
 
 

 

Report by:   Steve Barton 


